
PyFAI, a versatile library for azimuthal regrouping

PyFAI is an open-source python library for Fast Azimuthal Integration1 providing calibration tools and 1D- 
and 2D-azimuthal regrouping with a clean programming interface, suitable for interactive use, and no 
compromise on the quality compared to reference software like SPD2 or Fit2D3. Fast integration is obtained 
by the combination of an algorithm ensuring that each pixel from the detector provides a direct contribution 
to the final diffraction pattern and an OpenCL implementation that takes advantage of modern parallel 
hardware, if available.

Introduction 

Online data analysis in powder diffraction experiments can only be 
achieved if the correct calibration is available before the start of an 
experiment. PyFAI has been designed to allow fast and precise calibration 
of any diffraction set-up on the one hand, and ensures that calibration is 
correctly used in the integration procedure on the other.  

Versatile Experiment Geometries

Fit2D3 experimental geometry definition is optimized for transmission 
geometry whereas off-axis geometries become increasingly common. SPD2 

parametrisation is suited to any geometry (with plane detectors). 
In pyFAI, all operations are made following SPD geometry.
A compatibility layer ensures consistency with the parameter set of Fit2D.

Geometry Calibration

A graphical interface (based on matplotlib) provides the capability to pick-up 
regions of peaks and extract automatically all local peak positions. The 2θ 
values and the peak positions are used to refine all six parameters (1 
distance, 2 PONI and 3 rotations) using a least square fit (with constraints). 
PyFAI saves all control points and calibration parameters to allow easy re-
calibration or further corrections.

Example of interactive use of FabIO & pyFAI in IPython

PyFAI (GPL license) is release candidate (version 0.6.0)
Dependencies: python 2.6+, NumPy, SciPy, matplotlib and FabIO.
For best performances: FFTw3 with pyFFTw, OpenCL (and a GPU) 
Download from: http://forge.epn-campus.eu/projects/azimuthal/files
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Fast Azimuthal Integration

Azimuthal integration is obtained by histogramming in 1D (or 2D) the 2θ- 
positions (or the 2θ, χ-positions) weighted with data, after correction for dark 
current, flat-field, solid angle and polarization. Pixels are split and contribute 
to adjacent bins depending on their spatial extension.

Graphic card implementation

1D-integration with pixel splitting has been ported to GPU using OpenCL; 
which is also able to run multi-threaded on many CPU cores. This table 
summarizes execution times in milliseconds for integration depending on the 
detector type:

Further developments

2D-regrouping algorithm has been ported to an OpenCL kernel and will be 
integrated in next pyFAI release. PyFAI will be integrated in EDNA and 
PyMca.

 

Conclusions

PyFAI is a new library for azimuthal integration which already provides :

 Geometry equivalence with SPD and Fit2D

 Compatibility with 20 detectors from 12 manufacturers thanks toFabIO4

 A clean programming interface suitable for interactive use

 First implementation using graphic card acceleration ( 20x faster )

PyFAI is packaged and available in common Linux distributions like Debian 
7.0 and Ubuntu 12.04. Installer packages for Windows are also available.

1. http://forge.epn-campus.eu/projects/azimuthal
2. P. Bösecke; J. Appl. Cryst., 2007, Vol 40, pp 423-427.
3. A. P. Hammersley & Al.; High Press. Res., 1996, Vol 14, pp 235-248.
4. http://sourceforge.net/projects/fable/files/fabio

Histogram 1D with 2θ

Histogram 2D with 2θ, χ

SampleDetDist= 1.057363e-01m
PONI= 5.301968e-02, 5.660461e-02m
rot1=0.027767  rot2= 0.016991  rot3= -0.000018 rad

DirectBeamDist= 105.792mm
Center: x=1046.858, y=1060.720 pix
Tilt=1.865 deg  TiltPlanRot= 148.532 deg

SPD

Fit2D

2D Caking

Courtesy of P. Bösecke2.
PONI: Point Of Normal Incidence.
Sample's orthogonal projection 
on the detector.

Detector 
type

Image size
in MPix

CPU Core i7 2600 OpenCL implementation of 1D regrouping

1D 
(64 bits)

2D 
(64 bits)

2x X5690 
(64 bits)

Tesla 2075 
(64 bits)

GTX 580 
(64 bits)

Firev7800
(32 bits)

Pilatus 1M 1 29.6 57.0 13.9 7.2 6.3 13.8

Half Frelon 2 64.4 117.7 23.4 14.4 12.2 18.8

Frelon 2K 4 139.5 230.3 52.6 34.1 28.2 40.0

Pilatus 6M 6 197.4 322.7 74.4 49.8 40.7 48.1

Fairchild 16 497.2 769.9 158.9 99.0 96.4 95.6

http://forge.epn-campus.eu/projects/azimuthal/files
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